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Vowel Teams! Vowels can come together 
and make a new sound!
/au/ as in haul
/oo/ in book and food
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Alissa    and    Tex    love    to    camp

under    the    night    sky.    They

love    to    be    outside    on    a

warm    August    night.

For    their    trip,    they    haul    boots,

wood,    and    a    few    good    books    

to    the    camp    site.
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When    the    tent    is    pitched

and    the    fire    is    hot,    they    set

up    the    chairs    and    sit    down

to    relax.    

The    heat    from    the    fire    keeps

them    toasty    warm    as    the

night    gets    cooler.
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"Look    up,    Tex!"    says    Alissa.

Alissa    and    Tex    look    up.    The

bright    moon    shines    in    the

sky. 
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"The    moon    looks    so    big!"

says    Tex.  

Alissa    agrees!

"The    stars    are    so    bright!"

says    Alissa.
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"Let's    read    a    book    by    the

fire,"    says    Tex.    "The    moon    and

stars    can    be    the    light!"

"Yes!    I    have    a    good    book!    It

is    set    in    a    school.    Yes,    let's

do    it!"    says    Alissa.
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Alissa    and    Tex    get    hooked

on    the    story    as    Alissa    reads.

Tex    sees    the    fire    is    just

embers,    but    he    isn't    spooked.

The    moon    is    still    bright    and

he    wants     Alissa    to    keep

reading    the    story.
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The    fire    burns    out,    but    Alissa

and    Tex    don't    pause.    They

read    on!

They    read    all    night    by    the

light    of    the    moon.
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CVC Word Activity

Decodable Words

August
book
boot
cool

 

pause
spook
wood

Target Phonics Skill

Vowel Teams
-oo, -au

 

Vowel Digraphs are two vowels that
when placed together generate one
sound, e.g. -ee in street. 

Vowel Trigraphs are one vowel and two
consonants that when placed together
create one sound, e.g. -igh in high.

Diphthongs are two vowels that when
placed together create a sound that
starts as one vowel sound and ends as
another sound, e.g. -oi in coin.

Choose a word you
know to help you
remember the sound. 

       For example:  

Long /oo/ as in zoo
Short /oo/ as in hook

 
-au as in haul

Vowel Fun

haul
hook
good
moon
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